Vocabulary

4 Complete the word: S _ O T L A N D
   A. K                  B. C                      C. H                         D. R

5 Twelve + eleven = ................
   A. thirteen        B. twenty-three   C. twenty-four      D. thirty-two

6 Cats have got four .............. .
   A. heads               B. mouths           C. arms                 D. legs

7 The River Thames is very ................. .
   A. tall               B. fat                   C. water               D. long

8 Complete this “family” of words: pen, pencil, rubber, ............. .
   A. cow                B. ruler               C. clock                       D. tie

9 This email is about ................ .
   A. a holiday          B. a birthday          C. a new baby         D. a house

10 The party is ..................... .
   A. in the evening    B. at night     C. in the afternoon      D. in the morning

An email

Hello,
You are all good friends of our daughter, Christina. She is 13 on Saturday and we’re having a party for her at our house. We hope you can come! Don’t tell Christina because it’s a surprise. It starts at 3.30 pm. Remember – it’s a secret!
See you on Saturday,
Joanna Benson

English children

1 The children in this picture are ..................... .
   A. in a classroom                  C. in a shop
   B. in a garden                       D. in the street

2 The children are ................. .
   A. happy                               B. sad
   C. angry                       D. sisters

3 The boy on the left has got ................. .
   A. blond hair                                          C. a red and white shirt
   B. a blue jacket                               D. a yellow T-shirt

Verbs

13 You ............. very pretty, Maria.
   A. am                B. is                   C. are                   D. have

14 ............. your book at page 10 and read the story.
   A. Sit                B. Open                  C. Close                   D. Look

15 ............. Jennifer ............. a new phone?
   A. Has .... got       B. Do .... have           C. Have .... got      D. Is .... got

16 Jack and his sister never ............. to school by bus.
   A. catch           B. go                         C. take                D. arrive

17 I ............. play football today because I’m ill.
   A. don’t want         B. am not                  C. don’t like               D. can’t
**A living room**

18 In the picture, there is a .......... on the left.
   A. door      B. chair      C. table      D. cup

19 There is a plant .......... a picture.
   A. under      B. above      C. behind      D. next to

20 There is a .......... between the bookcase and the corner.
   A. window     B. desk       C. bottle      D. carpet

21 What can you see in the picture?
   A. Cupboards, a sofa, fruit.      C. Flowers, curtains, cushions.
   B. A bag, a lamp, a calendar.    D. A bird, a fridge, books.

**Britain**

22 The capital of the United Kingdom is .......... .
   A. Dublin      B. London      C. England      D. Edinburgh

23 Robin Hood steals from the .......... and gives to the .......... .
   A. rich ...... poor            C. soldiers ...... Church
   B. men ...... women            D. people ...... King

24 .......... is a ball game and a national British sport. The ball is small, hard and usually red.
   A. Cricket      B. Baseball     C. Rugby       D. Football

25 It’s in London and it’s almost 1,000 years old. What is it?
   A. Buckingham Palace.      C. The Tower of London.
   B. Tower Bridge.           D. Big Ben.

**Situations**

26 A man asks you, “What time is it?” It’s 12.55. What can you say?
   A. “It’s twelve fifteen.”   B. “It’s almost got one.”
   C. “It’s five to one.”      D. “It’s eleven fifty-five.”

27 Your friend Tim is laughing. You don’t know why. What can you ask him?
   A. “Why is he laughing, Tim?”
   B. “Tim, why are you unhappy?”
   C. “What’s so funny, Tim?”
   D. “Do you like Tim?”

28 A woman is talking on the phone. She says, “It’s cloudy and it’s not very warm.” What is she talking about?

29 Annie is phoning Bill. She says, “I’m sorry. I can’t come to the cinema with you tonight.” Bill is disappointed. What can he say?
   A. “I’m very worried.”
   B. “Well done.”
   C. “What a pity!”
   D. “Enjoy the film.”

30 A woman is crossing the street but a car is coming, very fast. You think she is in danger. What can you say?
   A. “Run out!”
   B. “Look out!”
   C. “Get out!”
   D. “Go out!”

31 You put a plate of food in the microwave and press the “on” button. But nothing happens. What can you say?
   A. “I can’t turn the microwave.”
   B. “It isn’t making anything.”
   C. “It doesn’t work.”
   D. “There’s nothing here.”

**A web page**

32 The number “5” rhymes with .......... .
   A. life      B. drive        C. wife      D. give

33 .......... rhymes with “rich”.
   A. H      B. fish        C. witch      D. rice

34 “September” = o o o o. “Grandfather” = .......... .
   A. o o o o      B. o o o o      C. o o o o      D. o o o o

**Sounds**

35 This is a page on the Twizzers’ website. What is a Twizzer?
   A. A smartphone.      B. A competition.      C. A sweet.      D. A game.

36 What does the web page say about Twizzers?
   A. They’re cheap and delicious.      B. There are thousands of Twizzers in a packet.
   C. Twizzers are very popular.      D. Twizzers are good for you.

37 Find the true sentence.
   A. You can only enter the competition if you live in England.
   B. If you are 12 years old, you can’t enter the competition.
   C. To enter the competition, you must send your answer by email.
   D. Everyone under 16 can enter the competition.

38 Which sentence can win the competition?
   A. Children love Twizzers because they are really fun to eat.
   B. Kids like Twizzers because they are colourful and cool!
   C. Twizzers are kids’ favourite sweets because they are very delicious.
   D. My Mum, Dad, Gran and Grandad all love Twizzers!

**Situation**

39 “ .......... dinner tonight, Mum?” “Fish and chips.”
   A. Is there a lot of      C. Have we got for
   B. What’s for      D. What do you cook for

40 “Worry” rhymes with .......... .
   A. life      B. drive        C. wife      D. give

41 Find the word that is not associated with money.
   A. purse      B. coin        C. note      D. sail

42 “ ..........” rhymes with “ ..........”.
   A. lorry      B. curry        C. marry      D. sorry

43 “English children love Guy Fawkes Night, or Firework Night.” It is on the .......... .
   A. 5th of November      B. 1st of May      C. 24th of December      D. 2nd of January